The simulator-based training is now part of the Con Edison safely training as it allows the gas controllers to get familiar with abnormal and emergency conditions and leam to react promptly to contain the problem The process of developing a training course required a sustained and dedicated effort A number of iterative steps were necessary as we learned that the development of models and scenarios for training is a specific activity which is different from other activities such as simulator-based studies.
The simulator-based training course we developed has two parts: basic concepts and Con-Edison specific lessons. Each part required a different lesson format and issues related to the development of the lessons are discussed.
C O M P A N Y O V E R V IE W
Con Edison is an electric, gas and steam distribution company with a gas service area in three of the five boroughs of New York City (M anhattan, Queens and the Bronx) and in Westchester County. Con Edison's largest gas customer is its Power Generation, where natural gas is used to produce electricity and steam The peak power and steam generation gas load is 862,580 DTH. The record daily gas throughput (including power generation) is 1,164,445 DTH. The Con Edison peak day gas distribution load (without power generation) is 800,000 DTH.
Con Edison, along with Brooklyn Union and Long Island Lighting, distribute natural gas to over 2.5 million customers in the New York Metropolitan area. Over forty years ago the three companies signed a legal agreement which allows each company to purchase gas and have it delivered at supply stations within the franchise territory of the other two companies. The 194 miles of transmission pipeline shared by the three companies is the New York Facilities system Each company is responsible for maintaining and operating the segment of the New York Facilities system in its respective service territory.
There are seven supply stations in the New York Facilities territory located as follows: three in Con Edison, two in Brooklyn Union and two in Long Island Lighting servicing. The New York Facilities agreement makes the operation of the three utilities highly interdependent Figure 1 shows the New York facilities mains, pipeline company transmission mains, the supply stations and the transfer station between the New York Facilities companies The figure also shows the five Con Edison supply stations which do not belong to the New York Facilities. Simulation tools have been used for many years by the Con Edison Gas Engineering department in planning studies for adding new facilities, reliability computations, pod incident analysis,' etc. However, we felt that the simulators used in engineering were not suitable as a gas operation tool since they require a detailed knowledge of models, were cumbersome and time consuming.
We felt that a graphical user-oriented simulation tool was what gas control needed for the gas operation short term Indies (contingency simulation) training.
In December 1992 an agreement was reached between the Gas Control organizations of Con Edison, Brooklyn Union and Long Island Lighting to acquire an interactive pipeline simulator to be used both for short term operation studies and for gas controller training. The Gas Control organizations felt that it is important for all three companies to purchase the same product as the New York Facilities pipeline system is inter-connected and inter-operational and a model which would rirrmlate correctly the operating condition for each one of the three companies could be obtained only by modeling all three companies pipeline systems. The decision was to use the same simulator product, to have each company develop the part of the model which represents its service area and to exchange the model information.
The three companies selected Interact, the interactive pipeline simulator of Scientific Software Intercomp (SSI). Interact combines two main products: the transmission gas network engine (TGNET) and the SSI advanced manmachine interface (SAMMI). We felt that Interact gives us the capability to model all or parts of the New York Facilities pipeline network and simulate any range of scenarios we had defined for planning and training.
GAS CONTROLLER TRAINING
Changes, both in the gas industry and in gas control personnel, make the gas controller training a continuous activity.
New controllers are coming with different backgrounds ranging from field operation to gas engineering. They go through formal training on basic gas concepts, gas metering, and so on. Then, they work for a period of time with experienced controllers to get familiar with the daily responsibilities and are taught how to recognize significant gas incidents.
Experienced controllers also go through formal tra in in g , in c lu d in g an a n im a l jo in t tr a in in g session conducted under the umbrella of the New York Facilities group.
The monitoring and control of the utility network is only part of the gas controller job and most of the time no major operating events happen. Therefore, during the "onthe-job" training the new controller gets very little hands-on experience in handling network emergencies. While the data acq u is itio n and control systems now have more gas applications to autom ate m a n y of the routine tasks performed daily by the gas controller, the complexity of the gas controller job is also increasing. Good training is essential in order to allow the gas controller to meet the challenges of the gas operation today.
It is widely recognized that the use of a simulator brings major improvements in the gas controller training, by exposing them to unusual operating conditions (which seldom happen in daily operation), allowing them to recognize those conditions and leant how to act timely to control the situation.
DEFINING TH E SCOPE OF SIMULATOR-BASED TRAINING
The preparation for gas controller training began with the development of Con Edison specific models (starting with the transmission pressure network) and with system schematics with different levels of detail ranging from overall system maps to individual mains represented with all the details: valves, district regulators, etc.
Later we acquired from SSI the Online Connectivity module which is an interface between the simulator and SC AD A. The module allows real-time data feeds into the simulator which can be used to define the initial model state and/or simulation scenarios. This effort allowed us to evaluate our models, but did not substantially advance the training activities for the following reasons:
(1) unusual conditions are not frequent in the Con Edison gas pipeline operation and, most of the time the real time data are not "interesting" for training (2) real-time data might just seem unusual due to telemetry errors; without a "filtering application" (like a state estimator) real-time data might lead to m is le a d in g results.
(3) training has to be done in a controlled environment, where we can record the results of the trainee and compare them with the predetermined corrective measures; feeding each trainee's simulation with different real-time data would make it hard to compare the controller performances.
We concluded that only historical real-time data which reflects unusual operating conditions should be used in the training scenarios. The historical data will be loaded on the simulator from the SCADA historical database during the lesson generation. The development of this new SCADAsimulator interface is in progress.
The early attempts to create lessons m ade us realize that simulator based training needs a different emphasis than simulator based studies. We decided that the contents of the lessons should drive the model used and that we need to develop training specific schematics to present selective in fo rm a tio n in the most clear way.
We started by defining in detail the training subjects based on current significant operating conditions, with the idea that new subjects will be added as the operating condition require.
We divided our simulator training course in two parts: basic concept lessons and Con Edison operation specific essons. The subjects selected for the basic concept lessons are: steady-state versus transient conditions, linepack, pipe rapacity at different pressure levels, pipe capacity for different pipe sizes, valve operation, regulator operation, compressor operation, leaks. The second part contains lessons based on scenarios defined in the company's operating procedures: compressor failure, leaks in different areas, loss of supply from a pipeline, remote operated valves, etc.
D E F IN IN G T H E L E S S O N M O D E LS
Selecting the type of model to use in our training, was a major decision. The selection of the Con Edison models for the Con Edison specific lessons was obvious to us and did not require much deliberation.
The selection of the models for the basic concept lessons required a choice between generic and Con Edison gas network models. We realized that a training course using generic models would take less time to prepare and could allow us to buy some ready made generic lessons. However, we selected to use the Con Edison model (or parts of the model) for a number of reasons:
-we felt that, regardless of their background, all trainees would benefit from getting fam iliar with the Con Edison network specifics early on in the training,
• trainees who are not familiar with simulation tools will feel more comfortable using them on a model they are fa m ilia r with, -the lesson developer gained experience during the preparation of basic concept lessons; this helped reduce the time necessary for preparation of Con Edison operation specific lessons.
The simplified Con Edison models and/or system conditions used in the basic concepts lessons allow the trainee to establish a clear relationship between cause and effect; for example the effect of supply regulator pressure setpoint can be grasped easier using a radial pipe than having interacting regulators operating at the same time.
DEFINING TH E LESSON SCENARIOS
Pie-defined lesson scenarios are used for all lessons to insure that the trainees get the pre-defined simulation results and to enable th e m anagem ent to evaluate the results of the tra in in g
We used a different approach on scenarios for the basic concept than the oik used for Con Edison operation specific lessons.
The scenarios for the basic concept lessons are interactive: the trainee is instructed how to make the change required in the lesson (change pressure setpoint, change supply flow, close valve, etc.). The trainee is fully aware of the time the change took place, can observe how the pipeline system reacts to that change, how long it takes, etc. The purpose of those lessons is to teach the trainee aspects related to pipeline hydraulics, the effect of different equipment operation in the pipeline conditions, etc.
The trainee has no control over the scenarios for the Con Edison operation specific lessons. In those lessons the trainee has to: observe the system, recognize the changing situations, decide if they are normal (power generation unit coming online) or abnormal (compressor failure, loss of major supply source, leaks, etc.) and act according to the Con Edison contingency procedures. Specially designed scripts further control the trainees actions (like limiting temporarily the supplied flow) and pass/fail criteria are defined and used to record the performance of each trainee. At any time during the lesson the trainee can use the rewind and replay functionality of the simulator, to review the events and make the necessary corrections or check the effectiveness o f other operating actions.
DEFINING TH E LESSON SCHEMATICS
A course menu display allows the trainee to access any lesson. When the simulation for a lesson starts, the corresponding model is selected and initialized with the lesson specific state and the lesson schematic is displayed automatically.
The schematics are specifically designed for each lesson and contain poke points to allow the trainee to control the simulation (go, stop, rewind, replay) , to open an alarm/event window, open windows containing the trend of values significant for that specific lesson. This is in line with the current display re-design effort on the Con Edison SC ADA system where groups of displays are defined for emergency sitnarirmg
The dynamic information on the schematics is complete -all flows and pressures -for the basic concept lessons. This allows the trainee to observe all the details o f his/her action. The dynamic information on the schematics for the Con Edison operation specific lessons is limited to the real-time metering available to the gas controller. The trainee has to be able to evaluate the state of the system and make the decisions with the same information as in real life. Figure 2 illustrates an example of a simulator schematic used in the basic concepts lesson on the Steady State Versus Transient State. The schematic contains all the in fo rm a tion on pressure and flows. The trainee is instructed to select a change specified explicitly on the schematics (for example: Set Hunts Point pressure to 240 PSIG or open valve V30642). The change is applied when the trainee selects the corresponding poke point Trend graphs for pressures and flows at the two ends of the modeled network are included to graphically illustrate the effect of the changes. Figure 3 illustrates an example of a simulator schematic used in a Con Edison operation specific lesson on the Remote Operated Valves. Using the schematic the trainee is subject to changes like: large increase in flow through district regulators (increase in load), power generation unit coming online, leaks of different magnitudes. The trainee is instructed to select a change, but has no information on the specifics of the change and the exact time the change is applied. He/she has to observe the system, distinguish between normal operational changes and leaks. In case of a leak the trainee has to locate it and operate the appropriate valves within the time required.
LESSON FORMAT
Because the simulator is a new tool both for new and experienced controllers, one of the challenges was to allow the trainees to follow the course instructions without spending too much time learning how to use the simulator. The amount of time necessary to master the use of the simulator tools depends on each controller's background, but a consistent lesson format is beneficial to all users. A lesson template was developed which allows us to keep the lessons consistent and to give the user a feeling of familiarity as he/she is moving ahead through the course.
The manual for sirnnlatgr-haseH training contains for each lesson the background information on the subject, the steps the trainee is supposed to follow.
For the basic lessons "leading" questions insure that the trainee notices all facts related to the subject The trainee is requested to make notes on the results at each step of the simulation and to compare results between different steps of the same lesson in order to draw conclusions. Then those conclusions are reviewed, more information on the subject is added and a summary of main ideas in the lesson concludes each lesson.
For the Con Edison specific lessons background information is provided and the questions are carefully formulated not to help the trainee in answering them. The trainee is encouraged to try different action sequences and see which are the m oa effective. At the end of the lesson the trainee is requested to explain what happened and to describe the steps to be taken in such emergency conditions.
The manual with the answers to the questions allows management to track the progress and verify the trainee's understanding.
C O N C L U S IO N
The Con Edison Gas Control simulator-based training prepares the new controllers for their job and improves the experienced controller's understanding of the Con Edison gas system operating aspects. The controllers learn to recognize abnormal operating conditions and apply the adequate contingency procedures. The simulator allows the gas control management to evaluate the performance of the gas controllers and to decide on the ways to improve i t
The regulation for the gas controller certification is pending, but our simulator-based training program will allow the Con Edison gas controller to be ready ahead of time.
We are now in the process of adding more Con Edison operation specific lessons to have the gas controllers practice emergency situations defined in our contingency procedures, including the operation of remote operated valves (ROV).
Next, we plan to define lessons which will increase the gas controller awareness of the economical aspects of their job. These lessons will allow the controllers to find ways to have a more effective and productive operation which increases the profitability of the Con Edison gas distribution business.
